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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never quite
got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at the maps
on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on the west coast of
Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - one of the largest bays in
this country - which includes southern part of the state of Nayarit to the north
and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. Thanks to its privileged location
-sheltered by the Sierra Madre mountains- the Bay is well protected against
the hurricanes spawned in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on
October 25, 2002, but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200
kms north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands,
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average
of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature
averages 28°C (82°F) and the rainy season
extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great
variety of animal species such as iguana,
guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses
two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is allowed under
certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is
prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta
rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles,
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay
their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly
on tourism, construction and to a lesser degree,
on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as
mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
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CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal
currency in Mexico although Canadian and
American dollars are widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with
different routes. Current fare is $8.00 Pesos
per ticket and passengers must purchase
a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi
without agreeing on the price with the driver
FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may
want to check the rates usually posted in the
lobby. Also, if you know which restaurant you
want to go, do not let the driver change your
mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying
more than you should, in a second-rate
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi
cabs: those at the airport and the maritime
port that can only be boarded there. They
have pre-fixed rates per passenger. City
cabs are yellow or white, and charge by the
ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go
downtown, remember that your fare covers
the ENTIRE central area, so make sure you
are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case
of any problem, or if you forget something
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the
past year or so. Download their app in your
smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is
on Central Time, as is the area of the State of
Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the
Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho,
Punta Mita, etc. North of Lo De Marcos,
Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on

Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the
cost of long distance calls from your hotel
room. Some establishments charge as much
as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from
the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for
local use, through Telcel and IUSAcell, the local
carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re
calling. Omit the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15%
of the bill at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys,
taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Some businesses and offices close from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later.
In restaurants, it is considered poor manners
to present the check before it is requested, so
when you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por
favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a
higher rate of exchange than the exchange
booths (caja de cambio), though not all offer
exchange services to foreigners. Better yet,
if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds
from your account back home. Try to avoid
exchanging money at your hotel. Traditionally,
those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel
is everything you ever dreamed of, you should
experience at least a little of all that Vallarta
has to offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos
and Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have
been spent to ensure that the original “small
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just
that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification
of purity for human consumption. It is one of
only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water
tested at the purification plant varies greatly
from what comes out of the tap at the other end.
So do be careful. On the other hand, most large
hotels have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified
bottled water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American
tourists often fall in love with one of the many
stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. Many would like to
bring it back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would
like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the
local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning
would be to take one of the City Tours offered by
the local tour agencies. Before boarding, make
sure you have a map and take note of the places
you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus
takes you. And don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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Goodday to you all, dear readers!
During these past few weeks –when the Mirror has been online
only- our numbers have been steadily going upwards, including
the thousands who are not on FB and go directly to our web site.
For this we thank you all!
Please note that this two-week issue of the Mirror (#501)
will cover the period from June 22nd to July 6th, at which time
we will return to our weekly format. This is something we’ve
done once a year -usually in September - to give me and our
faithful contributors a little breather. We all thank you for your
understanding.
So here we are, already at the Summer Solstice… To be exact,
this year’s will occur on Thursday, June 21st. – the longest day
of the year. Starting that day, our days will get increasingly
shorter for the next three months, until the winter solstice.
Traditionally, the hurricane season in the Eastern Pacific starts
in May, and we’ve already seen Aletta and Bud pass us by. On our
Facebook page, we often suggest that anyone wondering about
the weather in PV check out Cuates y Cuetes’ web cam, probably
the best real time web cam in town (www.cuatesycuetes.com/
en/index.php/webcam). You can also check out the satellite
shots at www.noaa.com and www.wunderground.com
Puerto Vallarta is located in a blessed, privileged location, at the
mid-point of Mexico’s largest bay, surrounded by the mountains
of the Sierra Madre which have always protected her from a direct
hit by an East Pacific hurricane. We are grateful for that.
Also traditionally, as often mentioned before, June and
September are the slowest months of the year in PV, when the
income of locals is at its lowest. Consequently, if you are in
Vallarta as you read this, I strongly urge you to support those
businesses that are brave enough to remain open.
For the first time, our two-week issue covers Canada Day
(July 1st) and the Fourth of July. The more curious among you
will find some interesting information about the two northern
neighbors of the NAFTA (until now…) in these pages.
A favor: For you who have not yet done so, please remember
to not only “friend” our Facebook page: P.V. Mirror, but also
“LIKE” it, please!
Until next time, Happy Canada Day and Happy Fourth of July
to all our readers north of our border. I wish you a wonderful
fortnight and hope that you stay safe, wherever you are. Keep
cool, stay well, and have fun!
Allyna Vineberg
Editor / Publisher

EDITORIAL
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Linda Green
The Vallarta Yacht Club (VYC) is ready to host 150 young
Optimist class sailors from 14 countries who will arrive in Nuevo
Vallarta in late June to compete in the 2018 Optimist North
American Championships. This is one of the most important
world-wide regattas for the Optimist Boat Class and one of 7
Continental Championships.
The 2018 North American Championship comprises three
‘championships’ - The Optimist Individual North American
Championship (INAM); The Optimist Team Racing North
American Championship (TRNAM) and The Optimist Nations
Cup (NC).

This Regatta is an incredible opportunity to enjoy the highest
level of Optimist Racing framed by a group of young athletes
ages 12-15, in a festive environment. This event is especially
interesting for those involved with sailing in general and other
water sports practiced in Banderas Bay.
Paradise Village Resort and Marina is the official venue for
this event and all of the competitors, coaches, team leaders and
country representatives will be staying at the resort. The official
arrival for practice and measurement is the 24th of June with five
days of racing beginning on Tuesday, June 26. Many are coming
with their supportive families and coaches, making a vacation of
the event and enjoying the Mexican hospitality and the beautiful
destinations of Riviera Nayarit and Puerto Vallarta.
This is the third time that Vallarta Yacht Club is hosting the
Optimist North American Championship. The first was in 2007,
and the second in 2014. Vallarta Yacht Club is known to be a
great organizer of world-class regattas such as the Pan-American
Games in 2011, Copa Mexico, 2014 Optimist North American
Championship, the 2016 Laser World Championships as well as
their signature events, WesMex International Small Boat Regatta,
and Banderas Bay Regatta.
OPTINAM 2018 includes 14 participating countries, 150 boats
with 200 sailors, coaches and team leaders participating in the event.
Well over 50 race management personnel ashore and on-the-water
include members of the International Optimist Dinghy Association,
the Mexican Sailing Federation, the Mexican Optimist Association,
the Eighth Naval District and the Vallarta Yacht Club.
Countries represented in the competition include: Argentina,
Australia, Bahamas, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Cayman Islands,
Peru, Puerto Rico, Singapore, United States, Uruguay, the U.S.
Virgin Islands and Mexico.
The young sailors competing in OPTINAM 2018 are the best,
most rapidly developed and most talented young world-wide
sailors. Many of them will very likely be the next Olympic
champions. The Optimist is a small, single-handed sailing dinghy
intended for use by children up to the age of 15. It is one of the
most popular sailing dinghies in the world, with over 150,000 boats
officially registered and many more built but never registered.
Watching the races
The race courses will be set off the Nuevo Vallarta Beach in
Riviera Nayarit, from where the races will be visible. During the
races there will be spectator boats available for those wanting to
see the races from up close.
For more information about OPTINAM 2018 and volunteering
opportunities, please go to 2018northamericans.optiworld.org and
follow us on Facebook.
Located in the Paradise Village Marina at 001 Paseo de los
Cocoteros, Int. 20 in Nuevo Vallarta, the Vallarta Yacht Club is a
non-profit membership organization known for its contributions to
yachting within the Banderas Bay region. For information about
the Vallarta Yacht Club and its Sailing Program and Summer
Camps, please visit vallartayachtclub.org, follow us on Facebook,
or call (322) 297-2222.
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SHOWS THIS WEEK
Fri June 22

The Joan Houston Show
“The American Songbook” 5 pm
Luis Villanueva 7:30 pm
Pop/Latin classics
Lady Zen “Always something there to
remind me”: 8 pm

Sat June 23

Bingo w/Pearl - 4 pm
Checko Ruiz & Alex Gonzalez - 7:30 pm
“Princesas Desesperadas” - 8:30 pm
in Spanish - FINAL SHOW

Sun June 24

Yuvia Niebla - 5 pm
The Red Suitcases 7:30 pm
Classic rock/popSalsa & dancing lessons - 8 pm
Gypsy Rumba w/Checko Ruiz - 8 pm

Tue June 26

Tongo Latin/Cuban 5 pm
Santiago Martin
Latin / Flamenco 7 p.m.
Dinner & Movie w/ Paco Ojeda 7 pm

Wed June 27

Joby Hernandez 5 pm
Pop/rock favorites
The Red Suitcases 7:30 pm
Classic rock/pop
Salsa & dancing lessons - 8 pm
Greater Tuna (comedy) 8 pm
w/ Tracy Parks & Ron Spencer

Thu June 28

Paco Ojeda - “Awesome Girl Groups” 4 pm
Zoe Wood & Eduardo Leon - 5 pm
Nuevo flamenco / Latin
Open Mic - 7:30 pm
Sat June 30
“Que no culpa a nadie de mi muerte”
in Spanish - 8:30 pm

Open 9 am to midnight Tues to Sun.
Casual dining:9 am to 11 pm
Happy Hour - 2-6 pm
The Zen Hour - 4-5 pm
Happy Hour - 10 pm to closing
No cover in the piano bar.
109 Insurgentes - Romantic Zone
Tel.: 223-9756
Tickets, info & Calendar:
www.incantovallarta.com

The Costa Banderas Chapter of Democrats Abroad Mexico invites you to join
us on Independence Day, July 4th, for our Fourth of July Party at Daiquiri Dick’s
from 6 to 9 p.m.
The silent auction will include such fabulous prizes as:
- An Afternoon Sail on a 34-foot Sailboat
- A Color/Home Décor Consultation by Casa Vallarta Interior Design
- A 4-Night Stay at Casita Vida
- A Private Food and Cultural Tour of Vallarta
- A 2-Night Stay at Rancho Sol y Mar in Mayto
- A $1200-Peso Gift Certificate for Dinner and a Serenade at No Way Jose
- Artwork Painted and Donated by Miguel Mayoral of Galeria Golden Section
- And mucho mas!
Tickets are available at Daiquiri Dick’s, Banderas Bay Trading Company, or by
contacting Marilyn Khan (exkhan@usfamily.net), Paula Dulak (pauladulak@gmail.
com), or Cathy Rice (crice54b@gmail.com). This event will sell out fast, so don’t delay!
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At Vallarta’s Parque de los Azulejos
Nancy Page

Local artist Natasha Moraga and Mosayko
Vallarta volunteers are still reshaping and
transforming Lazaro Cardenas Park into another
internationally recognized icon in Puerto
Vallarta: El Parque de los Azulejos. Here’s the
latest on the Tile Park PV project.
Welcome to El Parque de los Azulejos! What
an exciting year we had at the park and we would
like to personally thank you all for your support.
While things are heating up in Vallarta, we are
still diligently working away on the construction
of the new benches with some added waves of
concrete and small tables adding cohesiveness to
the park. We are so excited and quite frankly
we can’t wait until next fall when we start the
mosaic process for the remainder of the park.
The workshops in the park this season were
plentiful - we completed 15, ranging from 1015 participants where Natasha Moraga expertly
facilitated how to design and make your own
mosaic. What an opportunity for everyone
involved!
We loved seeing the teamwork, camaraderie,
and friendships built. Each team was responsible
for coming up with the design, either collectively
or in sections. All of the attendees worked
exceptionally hard and delighted us with their
creativity. Many of the students were in the
park for days and weeks prior to the workshop
studying each and every pillar and coming up
with their own unique designs.

All of the pillars in El Parque de los Azulejos
have been completed - and they look amazing!
When is your next chance to get dirty? Our
workshops will be returning for the Fall
2018-Spring 2019 season and upcoming dates
will be announced on August 1st when presale of
the workshops will begin.
Sponsorships for tiles and benches went like
gangbusters. What an honor it was to meet all
the many people who support this project! We
cannot thank you enough for your support and
we’re deeply touched by all your stories and
your love for Puerto Vallarta and especially the
Romantic Zone.
This public art installation is all about
community and we welcome you to be a part of
it. Due to limited availability, we will be doing a
price increase in Fall 2018. Please email info@
tileparkpv.com to learn how you can sponsor a
tile or a Celebration Bench.
We are excited to announce that we have a
Natasha-inspired blog that will be brilliantly
written by Emily Murray. We are very grateful
to have Emily on board and we wish her the best
of luck. We would also like to give a big thank
you to Tammy Carruthers Prust of Nacho Daddy
for helping with the technical side of the website.
We are currently reconstructing our website and
it should be completed by August 1 with all the
updated information for tiles, workshops and events.
El Parque de los Azulejos is currently looking
for volunteers. Even if you are not a social
media whiz we can still use your support on our
Go Viral Team.
• Event Assistants
• Social Media - Pinterest, Twitter,
Instagram, Behave, Go Viral Team
• Auction Acquisition
• Support Material Runner
• Spanish translations for the website
and printed material
• Content writer for the website
Be a part of one of the most exciting public art
installations in Mexico - volunteer with us! For
more information, contact nancy@tileparkpv.
com TODAY!
To learn more about Tile Park PV, and how you
can help, visit parqueazulejospv.com
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Some Canadian Trivia

Every year at this time, with “Canada Day”
taking place on July 1st, we figure that some
readers would like to know a little more about
the northernmost partner in the NAFTA.
Consequently, we publish these tidbits in the
hope that they may dispel the myth that all
there is in Canada is just bad weather…
- Canada is in fact inhabited by some 34.5
Million people according to a recent census
(less than California that boasts nearly 38
Million), the majority of which speak English.
Only about 25% speak French (contrary to what
a lot of people here in Vallarta think.) About a
third of them live in the country’s largest cities:
Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver.
- Canada is the second largest country in the
world, after Russia. China comes third.
- There are over 100 National Parks in
Canada.
- Canada and the United States share the
longest undefended border in the world: over
7,000 kilometers!
- More than 95% of Canada’s inhabitants live
within 100 miles of that border, not necessarily
because they want to be close to their American
neighbours, but because it’s the warmest part
of the country!
- Canada and the U.S. share the longest
navigable inland waterway in the world: the
St-Lawrence Seaway and all its locks and
Great Lakes (minus Lake Michigan which lies
entirely within the U.S.)
- Canada is a constitutional monarchy
governed by a Federal Government with a
democratic Parliament. It started out with 4
provinces in 1867, today it has 10. It had 2
Territories for the longest time, but now it has
three.

- Canada Day celebrates the events that
occurred on July 1st, 1987, when the British
North America Act created the Canadian
Federal Government. The Act proclaimed a
“Canadian Dominion”. Originally, the day
was called “Dominion Day” until October
27th, 1982, when Canada officially became a
country called Canada, thus Canada Day.
- Unlike the U.S. that like to call themselves
a “melting pot” when referring to all the
minorities that live there, Canada identifies
itself as a “mosaic” of ethnic groups.
- Canada boasts the largest Italian community
outside of Italy - in Toronto, and the largest
French-speaking city outside of France: Montréal.
Montreal is an island (like Manhattan) and
boasts the largest underground city in the
world: all of downtown is linked underground
with tunnels, shopping arcades, restaurants,
etc., so that Montrealers never have to go
outside in winter when thermometers hover
around the 30oC BELOW 0oC mark.
- During the time of the Cold War, Canadians
boasted that they didn’t need armed forces...
All they had to do was paint southbound arrows
on their rooftops to direct Russian planes and
missiles.
- Among many other discoveries that
benefited the world, Canadians invented the
snowmobile, “standard” time, the gas mask,
Pablum, the electron microscope, insulin,
degradable plastics, baseball, hockey, STOL
aircraft, instant mashed potatoes and, according
to Alexander Graham Bell, the telephone.
- The list of famous Canadian-born TV,
music and movie stars is too long to print.

So, what do Canadians
have to be proud of?
- Baseball is Canadian
- Lacrosse is Canadian
- Hockey is Canadian
- Basketball is Canadian
- Apple pie is Canadian
- In the war of 1812, started by the
United States, Canadians pushed the
Americans back... past their ‘White
House’. Then they burned it... and most
of Washington, under the command
of William Lyon McKenzie (who was
insane and hammered all the time). They
got bored because the Americans ran
away, so they went home and partied...
Go figure.
- Canada has the largest French
population that never surrendered to
Germany.
- It has the largest English population
that never ever surrendered or withdrew
during any war to anyone, anywhere.
- Canada’s civil war was a bar fight that
lasted a little over an hour.
- The only person who was arrested
in her civil war was an American
mercenary, who slept in and missed the
whole thing... but showed up just in time
to get caught.
- The Hudson’s Bay Company once
owned over 10% of the earth’s surface
and is still around as the world’s oldest
company.
- The average dog sled team can kill
and devour a full grown human in under
3 minutes.
- Canadians still know what to do with
all the parts of a buffalo.
- They invented ski-doos, jet-skis,
velcro, zippers, insulin, penicillin,
zambonis, the telephone and short wave
radios that save countless lives each year.
- They have ALL frozen their tongues to
something metal and lived to tell about it.
- A Canadian invented Superman.
BUT MOST IMPORTANT!
- The handles on Canadian beer cases
are big enough to fit your hands with
mitts on. OOOoohhhhh Canada!!
(Thank you, Jim and Mary)
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U.S. Independence Day: Fourth of July

For our readers who would like to know more
about the events leading up to this important
celebration for the NAFTA’s main partner, here
are some historical facts that may be of interest
to you.
Independence Day, a.k.a. Fourth of July, is the
national holiday of the United States of America.
It commemorates the signing of the Declaration
of Independence by the Continental Congress on
July 4, 1776, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
At the time of the signing, the U.S. consisted
of 13 colonies under the rule of England’s King
George III. There was growing unrest in the
colonies concerning the taxes that had to be
paid to England. This was commonly referred
to as “Taxation without Representation” as the
colonists did not have any representation in the
English Parliament and had no say in what went
on. As the unrest grew in the colonies, King
George sent extra troops to help control any
rebellion. In 1774 the 13 colonies sent delegates
to Philadelphia Pennsylvania to form the First
Continental Congress. The delegates were
unhappy with England, but were not yet ready to
declare war.
In April 1775, as the King’s troops advanced
on Concord, Massachusetts, Paul Revere would
sound the alarm that “The British are coming, the
British are coming!” as he rode his horse through
the late night streets. The battle of Concord and
its “shot heard round the world” would mark
the unofficial beginning of the colonies’ war for
Independence.
The following May, the colonies again sent
delegates to the Second Continental Congress.
For almost a year the congress tried to work
out its differences with England, again without
formally declaring war.
By June 1776, their efforts had become hopeless
and a committee was formed to compose a formal

declaration of independence. Headed by Thomas
Jefferson, the committee included John Adams,
Benjamin Franklin, Philip Livingston and Roger
Sherman. Thomas Jefferson was chosen to write
the first draft which was presented to the congress
on June 28. After various changes, a vote was
taken late in the afternoon of July 4th. Of the 13
colonies, 9 voted in favor of the Declaration,
2 - Pennsylvania and South Carolina voted No,
Delaware undecided and New York abstained.
To make it official, John Hancock, President of
the Continental Congress, signed the Declaration
of Independence. It is said that John Hancock
signed his name “with a great flourish” so “King
George can read that without spectacles!...”
The following day, copies of the Declaration
were distributed. The first newspaper to print it
was the Pennsylvania Evening Post on July 6,
1776. On July 8th, the Declaration had its first
public reading in Philadelphia’s Independence
Square. Twice that day, the Declaration was read
to cheering crowds and pealing church bells.
Even the bell in Independence Hall was rung. The
“Province Bell” would later be renamed “Liberty
Bell” after its inscription - “Proclaim Liberty
Throughout All the Land Unto All the Inhabitants
Thereof”.
And although the signing of the Declaration was
not completed until August, the 4th of July has been
accepted as the official anniversary of the United
States’ independence. The first Independence Day
celebration took place the following year - July
4, 1777. By the early 1800’s, the traditions of
parades, picnics, and fireworks were established
as the way to celebrate America’s birthday. And
although fireworks have been banned in most
places because of their danger, most towns and
cities usually have big firework displays for all to
see and enjoy.
© Studio Melizo
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Only in America...

One hand on wheel, one hand on horn: CHICAGO
One hand on wheel, one finger out window: NEW YORK
One hand on wheel, one finger out window, cutting across all
lanes of traffic: NEW JERSEY
One hand on wheel, one hand on newspaper, foot solidly on
accelerator: BOSTON
One hand on wheel, one hand on nonfat double decaf cappuccino,
cradling cell phone, brick on accelerator, gun in lap: LOS ANGELES
Both hands on wheel, eyes shut, both feet on brake, quivering in
terror: OHIO, but driving in CALIFORNIA
Both hands in air, gesturing, both feet on accelerator, head turned
to talk to someone in back seat: ITALIAN AMERICANS
One hand on 12-oz. Double shot latte, one knee on wheel, cradling
cell phone, foot on brake, mind on radio game, banging head on
steering wheel while stuck in traffic: SEATTLE
One hand on wheel, one hand on hunting rifle, alternating between
both feet being on the accelerator and both feet on brake, throwing
McDonald’s bag out the window: TEXAS
Four-wheel drive pickup truck, shotgun mounted in rear window,
beer cans on floor, squirrel tails attached to antenna: OKLAHOMA
Two hands gripping wheel, blue hair barely visible above
windshield, driving 35 on the Interstate in the left lane with the left
blinker on: FLORIDA
One hand on the wheel, the other on his sister: WEST VIRGINIA
(Thank you, Jacques)

Only in America... do people order double cheese burgers, large fries, and
a diet drink.
Only in America... do banks leave both doors open and then chain the
pens to the counters.
Only in America... do we leave cars worth thousands of dollars in the
driveway and put our useless junk in the garage.
Only in America... do we use caller I.D.s to screen calls and then have call
waiting so we won’t miss a call from someone we didn’t want to talk to in
the first place.
Only in America... do they have drive-up ATM machines with Braille
lettering.
Only in America... do we buy hot dogs in packages of ten and buns in
packages of eight.
Only in America... can a pizza get to your house faster than an ambulance.
Only in America... are there handicap parking places in front of a skating rink.
Only in America... do drugstores make the sick walk all the way to the
back of the store to get their prescriptions while healthy people can buy
cigarettes at the front.
Only in America... do we use the word “politics” to describe the process so well:
“Poli” in Latin meaning “many” and “tics” “meaning bloodsucking creatures.”
(Thank you, Henry)
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Anna Reisman

Just so you’ll know, this is
the second time I’m writing
this column. My first attempt
disappeared when one of the
two hard drives in my computer
got fried, the one that contained
all my data, going back some 20
years or so.
I do have an external hard
drive where I backed up most of
it, I think, but as I don’t do such
back-ups every day, my column
wasn’t saved there.
Considering that I’m doing
some spring cleaning in the
house prior to leaving for my
mini-vacation up to the Great
White North (sweltering in
record heat as I write), I guess I
have to let go of whatever it was
on that hard drive that I did not
back up. Ni modo.

What
I
do
remember wanting
to share with you
was my first visit to La Isla.

I had gone when it first opened,
but most of the shops did not
exist, and neither did the hotel,
restaurants and movie theater.
This time I was going to meet
some friends for a matinee
of “Ocean’s 8” at the elegant
Cinépolis. I got there early so
as to give myself time to walk
around before showtime.
I
took a photo to share with
you because it made me think,
“You’re not in a sleepy fishing
village any more, Toto.”
During my meanderings
throughout the place after the
movie, I spotted a blouse that
appealed to me, in one of the
shops. I went in to ask how
much it cost. $6,500. Pesos.
Now, I don’t consider myself
stingy, but I never spent that kind
of money on a blouse. I thanked
the salesgirl and exited the
shop… nonchalantly munching
on my leftover popcorn, which
was delicious, though I should
mention that, in my humble

opinion, the book-size menu’s
other offerings are nothing to
write about.
This past week was filled
with extremely distressing
news emanating from NOTB
(NorthOfTheBorder if you’re
not familiar with the acronym)
so I won’t even touch on the
topic.
Here and now, we are
desperately waiting for rain
to alleviate the super heavy
humidity which makes so many
of us feel tired.
I don’t remember what else I
wanted to share with you, so I
will sign off wishing a Happy
Canada Day to my fellow
Canucks, and a great 4th of July
to my American friends. See
you again in two weeks, when I
will be back with my ménagerie
in my beloved Vallarta – primero
Dios. May your Mirror always
reflect a happy healthy you.
sheis@ymail.com
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Joe Harrington

First Reformed & Happy Father’s Day?
MOVIES: I knew
nothing about this movie
before entering the theater
except that I like its
stars Ethan Hawke and
Amada Seyfried. I realize
not all movies are made to
make a viewer feel good.
Some are made to make a
person think, like Hawke
in the excellent flick Lord
of War. And its treatise
on the prevalence of weapons in the
world However, when I walked out
of the theater after watching First
Reformed I had one thought = man,
am I depressed.
Other movies have been made with
downer religious overtones – think
Calvary and Brendan Gleason as a
parish priest in Ireland who, at beginning
of the movie, hears a confession
involving a penitent declaring he
plans on killing Gleason in three days.
That movie leaves you in suspense
throughout causing one to wonder, will
he get murdered or will he not?
First Reformed involves Hawke as a
middle-aged minister of a tiny flock in
upstate New York. I enjoyed most of
the first act which involves Amanda
and her husband seeking counsel from
the extremely depressed minister.
The couples’ conflict? Bringing a
child into this tormented and forlorn.
The father presents a brilliant case
using what the near future will bring
and why it’s disastrous to bring a new
born into a sordid and declining world
of avarice and the looming disastrous
of over-population. After that early
scene the movie – for me – went
down hill until ending with about
as depressing a finish as one could
imagine. Even the final few moments
– which seem to be inserted in a hope
to create some joy – falls deadly flat.
My opinion is opposed by a tidal

wave of top critics who
gave this film a 96%
approval rating.
Here
are a couple of sample
opinions.
Adam Graham of
the Detroit News wrote:
“First Reformed takes
some wild, unexpected
and uncomfortable turns
in its final act that will
surely
shock
some,
anger others and disturb just about
everyone. For (director) Schrader, it
shows in its final act he’s still got it.
Welcome back.”
Next David Sims of The Atlantic:
“An embittered look at our world
through the eyes of someone who’s
increasingly horrified to be a part of
it, and a film that’s one of the most
searing experiences of the year.
Those two reviews, like many
others, fell on the thumbs up side
even though the critics used words
like “Uncomfortable” and “Shock”
and “Disturb” and “Anger” and
“Horrified” and “Embittered.”
I warn any who view this movie it
will leave them depressed.
& MADNESS: Watching a movie
about a Dutch reform church did
make me think of the Evangelist’s
Christianity movement in the United
States – mainly where are their leaders
voices? No one that I have heard has
spoken out about Trump’s statements
and act involving his attitude towards
women. Okay, that’s the man’s
private life – which is not so private
anymore as women have increasingly
come forward revealing what he did.
But I can give a slight nod that a
church elder might feel uncomfortable
attacking a leader involving what he
does in his personal affairs.
Especially as POTUS continues

to fill Federal Judge opening with
unbelievably conservative choices
which Evangelists soundly applaud.
The Evangelists also did not come
forward and speak out against the
president’s position involving gun
control, even though he promised to
do something about the NRA starting
with bump stocks. That position
miraculously
disappeared
after
POTUS met with leaders of the NRA.
The religious leaders of a sect
that espouses a rigid view on how
one should lead one’s life when a
Christian also remained silent after
Charlottesville and Trump’s claim that
there were good people on both sides,
even though some of those people were
wearing Swastikas and chanting racial
slogans. Perhaps the leaders of their
flocks thought one is entitled to one’s
opinion regarding free expression of
thought – as in the rights guaranteed by
the First Amendment.
Now we have the appalling news
that more than 2,300 babies have been
wrenched from their parents (this is
a happy Father’s Day gift from the
president, the AG and the GOP?)
Mind-blowing. Doesn’t every Bible
offering up the New Testaments
contain Jesus Christ’s thought on
this? As in, “What you do to the least
of my brethren you do unto Me.”
Removing young children from
their parents and placing them in
cages - as of this writing for six

weeks - is outrageous. White House
spokesperson and spin-doctor-supreme
Kelly Ann Conway was on Meet
the Press on Father’s Day. She said
that the president wants this to end.
Republican Senator Lindsey Graham
countered, “The president can end this
with one phone call.”
The First Lady Melania Trump,
summed it up not only tersely but
perfectly when she said she believes
a country “should follow the law, but
also be ruled by the heart.”
After that, a lot of women like
Paula Bush, organizations from coast
to coast, countries from across the
globe, daughter Ivanka and people
who called what was going on
words like “repulsive,” “immoral,”
“Disgusting”, etc., etc. stepped up the
plate and, after declaring for more than
a week that he couldn’t do anything
about the situation as Congress had
to act, POTUS signed an Executive
Order overturning a situation he and
Sessions put into place themselves.
But this latest Executive order did
nothing to return those thousands of
children back to their parents.
I guess we might as well dismantle
the Statue of Liberty and store it in the
basement of the Smithsonian Museum
– and let those words, “Give me
your tired, your poor, your huddled
masses yearning to be free,” stay in
the darkness with the other forgotten
relics of another time.

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary film director. He can be reached
with suggestions or criticisms at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com. Artwork by Bob Crabb.
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Looking for fun things to do?
Puerto Vallarta is a great place to visit, even during the warm, humid summer! And Wednesdays are THE days to go to
the beautiful, air-conditioned venue at Act II Stages!! Act II has two excellent entertainment choices on Wednesdays:
The musical duo, Us Two, at 7:30 p.m. and Bob’s Karaoke Party at 8:00 p.m.!

Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m. (Red Room)
“The best new musical act of the season!”
The amazing musical duo, UsTwo, starring
Daniel Celis and Noemi Plascencia (and their
LIVE BAND), won “The Best Musical Group
of the Season” this year. They are famous for
taking classic songs by the likes of The Beatles,
Air Supply, George Michael, Mamas & Papas,
ABBA, (and many more) and bringing them
back to life! They have quickly become the #1
band in Puerto Vallarta! Us Two will now be
the new Resident Artists at ACT II next season!
(Shows sell out - get your tickets now!)

What people are saying about “Us Two”
Rated 5 STARS on TripAdvisor
“Just returned home from spending two hours watching Daniel, Noemi and their excellent
band. They are all superb professional musicians. The quality of their music and their
entertainment and rapport with the audience were excellent. Six excellent musicians playing
for two hours at a cost of $350 pesos has got to be the best value for money. Many thanks to
of them!” - John W, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico
“UsTwo” Daniel and Noemi- WOW! If you want to get energized, laugh, cry, and feel music
go deep into your nostalgic memories, then go see “UsTwo” Daniel and Noemi! [They] have
an incredible blend of harmony, and add the other fantastic musicians in this group, and the
result is awesome. This is one experience that you won’t forget. This will be the frosting on the
cake for your beautiful Puerto Vallarta vacation.” - Harvm, TripAdvisor

Wednesdays,
Happy Hour 6 p.m.,
Karaoke 8 p.m. (Encore Lounge)

Bob’s Karaoke Party at Act II has
become one of the most popular, most
welcoming and most FUN karaoke
parties in the Bay! Happy Hour Drink
Specials are offered from 6:00 - 8:00
PM, and free karaoke begins at 8:00
PM! Our beautiful Encore Lounge has
a fully-stocked, air-conditioned bar,
and we feature the BEST KARAOKE
in town! It’s the place where many of
your favorite singers/actors from your
favorite shows pop in to sing with the
locals!
It doesn’t matter if you are by yourself
or are afraid to get up on the stage. You
are totally welcome to just drop in and
listen to lots of other people sing, while
you relax in the friendly, welcoming
atmosphere!   Bob’s Karaoke is one of
the best places to make new friends!
Join your hosts Maria Rose and Marsha
Ward Ross on Wednesday nights for a
totally fun and COOL evening!
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What’s in
store for
next season?
Excellent question! We
are catching our breath for
a minute, but have already
begun preparations for the
next round of great shows!
If you missed “Meet the
Cast Karaoke,” where our
actors for next season’s
shows came out to give us
a taste of the talent that is
to come, then here’s the
lowdown:
We will be bringing
back this summer’s new
favorite “habit” Nunsense
A-Men! as well as an entire
season of great shows
including Little Shop of
Horrors, Cinderella, The
Great American Trailer
Park Musical, a Gershwin
Revue, The Foreigner,
and more!
We are still finalizing
the line-up of artists who
will play the Red Room,
so watch this space for all
the updates. Act II is so
excited to bring so much
great entertainment to
Vallarta and we hope to
see all of you there!

ABOUT THE VENUE
Act II Stages of Puerto Vallarta engages, inspires, entertains and challenges
audiences with theatrical productions that range from the classics to new
works. We train and support the next generation of theater artists, we
provide arts education programs that promote lifelong learning to a diverse
community, and we celebrate the essential power of the theater to illuminate
our common humanity. For more information, please contact Melissa Tropp,
Director of Marketing at Act II, at melissatropp(at)gmail.com.
Tickets to all shows can be purchased online at act2pv.com, at the box
office, which opens at 4 p.m. on show days, or at the 2nd Box Office location,
across the street from Garbo’s on Pulpito Street in the Romantic Zone.
The Act II Entertainment Stages complex is located on the corner of
Insurgentes and Basilio Badillo on the South side of Puerto Vallarta. For
more information, call (322) 222-1512, or follow Act II on Facebook.

THE 7 ARTS

Dreaming Together is a musical journey by the more
than 100 voices of the Coro Gay Ciudad de México
(https://www.corogayciudaddemexico.org/) directed
by Horacio Mendoza, the New York City Gay Men’s
Chorus (www.nycgmc.org/), directed by Charles Beale
and the Puerto Vallarta Gay Men’s Chorus (www.
pvmenschorus.org/) directed by Alfonso López.
This concert, under the stage direction of Fernando
Gómez Pintel, celebrates pride and diversity and unites
two nations with the power of music.
This union was celebrated for the first time in 2017
with the two choruses from New York City and Mexico
City. The men from Mexico sang with the chorus
from the United States in three sold-out concerts at
the Skirball Center for Performing Arts in New York
City. A year later, the two choirs meet again on July
6 and 7 in Mexico City at the Teatro de la Ciudad
Esperanza Iris as part of its 100-year celebration and
in conjunction with Pride month. Then at 7:30 p.m.
on Sunday, July 8th, the Gay Men’s Choir of Puerto
Vallarta joins the other two choirs for this concert at
Teatro Vallarta.
Prepare yourselves for energetic and lively choral
renditions of ABBA, Stephen Schwartz, Lady GaGa,
RuPaul, Mexican traditional music and Broadway hits,
all in tenor, baritone and bass vocal parts.
Dreaming Together advocates diversity and celebrates
differences in a realistic tone. According to one of the
founders of the Coro Gay Ciudad de México, Oscar
Urtusástegui, this concert “tries to shout to the world that
despite inequality we are a fraternity that defines us as a
society and makes us break through differences”.
Buy your tickets now online, at Oxxo, or at the Teatro
Vallarta box office located at 184 Uruguay downtown.
Telephone: 222-4475.
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When to cut off
communication
Giselle Bellanger

When couples split up, it is always
for a reason. At least one partner
really felt the need to leave. For
most, it takes a lot of courage. They
struggle as the days and weeks drag
on, wondering what they should
do, enduring the unhappiness, the
arguments, or the indifference of
one or both of them, until finally
they muster up enough courage to
decide to leave.
The one who leaves
Some leave without giving their
partner any warning, while others
discuss it first. Many who leave
without warning know that is for
their own safety, for instance, in a
domestic violence situation where
they fear their partner’s reaction.
Others choose not to discuss it
because they know their partner
would succeed in convincing
them to stay and so they protect
themselves from that vulnerability.
I respect and admire the strength
and courage it takes for someone to
leave a relationship. It is much more
difficult than when both partners
agree that it’s the best thing to do or
that it’s what they both want.
The one left behind
I also empathize immensely with
the pain the partner left behind is
feeling. They are usually very sad
and devastated. Many are very
angry and many want to fight to
save the relationship. They have
been slapped with reality and the
true unhappiness of their partner
and now they want to try harder than
ever to fix things. Ironically, once
their partner is gone, they begin to
pay more attention than ever to their
partner. They frantically call, leave
messages, send numerous e-mails,
make contact on facebook, etc.
Suddenly, their partner is the center
of every thought.

RN, LCSW

They are consumed by how to get
him/her back.
A wake-up call
In many cases, this is a very
positive response and can produce
some fabulous results.
Their
partner leaving is exactly what
they needed to bonk them on the
head and wake them up out of
whatever minimization and denial
they were living in or to shake them
free from their rigid point of view
that they spent the past months or
years defending, therefore refusing
to change. This gives the couple
exactly what they’ve been waiting
for; a chance to seriously and
honestly work on the relationship
issues that brought them to this
point.
In other cases, the partner who left
really is finished. They are sure they
don’t want their partner chasing after
them or convincing them to work on
anything. In their minds, they are
already planning their future, free of
the relationship and the stress and
pain and it caused. They have no
interest in looking back, no matter
if it hurts and they are crying every
day; no matter how much they
still love their partner. They know
they made the right decision. They
sincerely do not want their partner
chasing after them, begging to fix
things. They really do want to be
left alone. Many ask specifically for
the respect not to be contacted.
Acceptance
This is very hard for the partner
left behind to accept. It feels passive,
like their hands are tied. They don’t
want to just sit back and accept it.
They really struggle with respecting
their partner’s request for no contact
and with accepting the inevitable
collapse of the relationship. Even
without any contact, they still spend

a lot of time trying to figure out
what to do to save the relationship.
It is very difficult for them to accept
they are in a situation over which
they have no control; that they are
powerless to change the outcome.
Surrendering is the last thing they
want to do. And yet, it is exactly
what they must do; what they are
being challenged to do.
Meant to be?
Most of us react strongly when
we are about to lose something or
someone by clinging tighter than
ever before. “It” all of a sudden
gains importance and priority. All
we can see or feel is how much we
don’t want to suffer loss (in this
case, the relationship). We are so
blinded by the need to prevent such
a loss that we cannot see how it
might be best for us or our partner.
We don’t even stop to consider all of
the good that may come from such
a loss. How would our life change
and improve? How would we grow?
What opportunities would come our
way? What ones could we now be
open to or be free to embrace?
Nothing changes if nothing
changes. If you both continue with
the same dynamics as before, how
do either of you move on? Set each
other free and see what happens.
I have so many friends and myself
included who have gone through
break-ups and moved on to many
new exciting adventures.
One
friend traveled throughout Europe
with her next boyfriend, another
moved out of town and got her
master’s degree, another met a guy
from Spain and they share going
back and forth for at least a month
at a time. I have other friends who
have left emotionally and verbally
abusive relationships and now say
they don’t know why they stayed
so long and that they forgot what it
was like to be happy. I know guys
that were free to attract and accept
wonderful career opportunities
because they were free to make the
decision and devote the time. One
guy met a much more compatible
woman for him and said that he

didn’t know relationships could be
so satisfying.
What are you supposed
to learn?
Also consider what you are
supposed to learn from this
opportunity. Learning to set or
respect limits and boundaries is a
huge one, especially if you are the
one sending daily e-mails when
your partner has specifically said
“no contact”. Learning how to
control your impulsivity and need to
react immediately to something they
told you or 5 of her friends told you.
Imagine learning not to manipulate
what they see on facebook or actually
learning to go through a whole
day thinking of yourself and your
work without obsessing about your
partner. Imagine the possibilities of
your personal growth if you would
accept the need for it and embrace
the challenges and endure the pain
of change.
If you really love your partner,
shouldn’t you want what is best for
them and what makes them happy?
If you love yourself, shouldn’t
you start being really honest and
admit what makes you happy and
what you want and are no longer
willing to tolerate in your life and in
a relationship? Make a complete list
of the things that were good and bad
in the relationship. Make yourself
aware of the things you do not want
to repeat in the next relationship.
Explore this past relationship and
make a list of the things you did
wrong to contribute to the problem
and consider how to correct them.
Embrace this crisis as an opportunity
to grow and change and to improve
yourself. The healthier you are,
the healthier the person you will
attract in the future.

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available
for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info:
ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell:
044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Krystal Frost

Witchcraft, alive and well in Mexico!
And probably a lot closer then
you think.
Being a part of a large extended
Mexican family, one finds it is
quite normal to consider a visit to
the local witch (brujo) as part of a
healing system which is considered
as necessary and accepted as a trip
to the Doctor’s office. Action is
required when a family member is
not feeling well with unexplained
pains, bruises, cuts, sleep loss, loss
of property, pets mysteriously die
or lost, reoccurring nightmares in
children, and hallucinations, are
some of the symptoms that require
a consultation and cure.

Sometimes one just needs a
cleansing of bad vibes.
There are white witches that help
break curses that others have put
on you, who help you heal your
emotional and physical ills. THEN
there are dark Lords and Queens
who revel on the dark side, who can
make bad things happen such as
causing illness, disease, accidents,
loss, madness and even death.
Both charge a fee depending on
the gravity of the situation.
The visit usually begins early in
the morning to a rural town. One
must arrive early to take a number
and wait. A brujo (witch) will often
see over 30 patients a day. During
your time in the waiting area, which
is usually a bench in a shaded
garden in front of a small humble
home, one will notice there are
people of all ages and walks of life.
If the problem is of an emotional
or physical nature, or envy, you
can expect to have a cleansing with
an egg, which is passed over your
body, it is broken in a bowl and
examined by the brujo, then advice
is imparted. Advice can consist of
things such as; writing the name of
a person and put in a glass of water,
or smudge the area under your bed
with a specific herb, rub a special
oil on a certain part of your body,
light a certain color candle, all
simple things.
The more complicated arena
is left to the masters and must be
taken seriously. The cure can be
combined with herbal potions,
candles, and symbols. ometimes
more information is needed such
as a photograph of lost property, or
person, hair or nails... yikes!

Curanderos (medicine men or
women) will use sound, herbs,
song and other methods to charge
your energy and leave you feeling
lighter in body and spirit.
These brujos and curanderos are
hard to find as they never advertise
their skills, nor need to as they seem
to always have plenty of clients.
Word travels.
Really, I would have never
considered these things to exist
being an American, raised in what
could be considered a normal
upbringing of going to church on
Sunday, Sunday School, Mom and
Dad til’ death did them part… a
dog named Ginger and a cat named
Blackie…
HOWEVER… Sceptical you may
be, I have personally witnessed the
charm and harm of these beings.
It happened that my first surprise
witnessing of witchcraft was on the
Crow reservation in Montana. No
surprise that the Native Americans
practice the dark and light crafts
too, I saw some very weird stuff
such as unexplained feelings,
animals acting strangely carrying
special messages that the Crows
understand and respond to. Strange
noises, dark and light shadows and
indoor clouds which brought out
the medicine guys with powerful
feathers, pipes, drums, smudging
herbs, yelling and curses until
the area was free of spooks and
cleansed of dark energies. They say

things get stirred up when the dirt
around us consists of the bones of
the Old Ones. One time there was
a photo of Tom Yellowtail taken in
his Pendleton blanket at the end of
a Sun Dance, of which he was the
main medicine man of the ritual
proceedings, there were two holes
of light that showed up in his chest
on the photo. I showed the photo,
(which I had taken) to my husband,
who calmly replied they were the
two shots the Sioux took at him
which put him in the hospital for a
week. Cringe, I did.
Yes, there seems to be an energy
dimension that exists and can be
accessed and manipulated to make
things happen on a physical realm.
If you feel you need to see
one of these, ask your Mexican
friend. They will know where and
also probably have some very
interesting tales to share.
You may be interested in
checking
out
this
video…
h t t p s : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=5V5UBp0zyDw
That’s all I have to say about that.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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Harriet Murray

When home prices go up, it contributes to a rise in consumer
confidence across an entire economy.
People typically spend and borrow more with their comfort that
their asset has increased in value to achieve equity or profit.
In contrast, when prices fall sharply, there are different social effects.
To accept that real estate is worth less can be difficult for an individual.
Even with the swings of the pendulum of bubbles and bursts,
there are few more reliable investments than housing.
The behavior of prices is dependent on a number of factors:
1 Cost of land.
2 Demand for land increases when supply is limited.
3 If the supply of housing increases, prices will fall.
4 New housing developments can crowd out other sales.
5. In the long-term increase in homes are similar to long
term growth of an economy.
6. In the long run, one would expect home prices to track
the economy’s overall wealth growth.
7. There are economic dangers associated with home ownership.
8. In a properly functioning market, when prices rise to unreasonable
levels, people stop buying and prices fall into a sensible range.
9. Incentives to buy by seller or governments can be become
too much and start another bubble.
We need to remember: housing prices go up, and they go down.
This article is based upon my personal experiences in the Puerto
Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas areas. I recommend that each reader
conduct his own due diligence and review.

One of the original real estate companies in Puerto Vallarta,
Cochran Real Estate has been helping buyers and sellers in the
greater Banderas Bay region for over 20 years.
Born and raised in Louisiana, the company’s founder and director,
Harriet Cochran Murray, moved to Puerto Vallarta in 1996, and she
has been living life to the fullest and helping others do the same ever
since. And we are not talking about just her clients. Harriet is also
an active member of the local community, and a strong supporter of
various community outreach programs.
Her latest altruist endeavor is the ‘Cochran Real Estate Helping
Hands Initiative,’ a financial assistance campaign created to feed
families providing care to their loved ones at the Regional Hospital
in Puerto Vallarta.
This government-funded hospital provides the indigent and those
who have no insurance or source of income with free medical
service. But since financial resources are minimal, patients who
are hospitalized for days or weeks receive limited ongoing care, so
family members have to stay and watch after their loved ones.
The assistance these family members provide is essential to the
patient’s recovery. In addition to caring for their loved ones, often
times food and medical supplies are limited, so families have to
bring in meals and purchase medical supplies and equipment that
the hospital does not have on hand.
Cochran Real Estate has set up a GoFundme campaign with a very
modest financial assistance goal of $2,000 USD to feed those family
members who are providing care to their loved ones at the Regional
Hospital in Puerto Vallarta.
Please click https://www.gofundme.com/helping-families-at-thehospital to make a donation via gofundme.com Any amount is
appreciated, it all adds up to help reach the financial goal. Please
ACT NOW! Together we can make a difference.
If you are in the Banderas Bay area and would like to participate
in the ‘Cochran Real Estate Helping Hands Initiative’ events, send
an email to info@casasandvillas.com
(Source: Marie Callan - BanderasNews.com)

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com www.casasandvillas.com

The Puerto Vallarta Regional Hospital, east of El Pitillal, is for
the indigent and those who have no insurance or source of income.
Beds are limited, with long waits, in this government-funded facility.
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Stan Gabruk
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

We get a little excited at this time of
the year as we see conditions change
to the point where we expect to see our
summer species move in and none too
soon. When they do start to “show”
it’s exciting, then of course, fish move
and at times they move out of the area.
We’ve seen some water temperature
changes, massive bait moving into
the area as the red Tuna Crabs move
out. Rains in the evenings have
been sporadic at best, which means
a lack of a Trash Line. We’re still
in a transition time and when things
are good, it can be a temporary thing.
Don’t fret, the fishing is still good, but
we can’t put the Dorado before the
bait, not yet anyway.

We’ve seen a slight drop from 84
degrees to 82 degrees, not a major
thing, but it is a thing. Dropping
water temperatures are an indication
of continued swirling currents, which
is yet another reminder we’re
early in the fishing season.
Last week, Barra Navidad
had their Marlin tournament
- failed miserably. First of
all, it’s just too early for
fishing tournaments but
they’re tournament happy
these days so there you
go. Second reason is they
boated only something like
five Sailfish! Fewer Marlin,
so the fish we’re hoping for
are still moving in and cool
swirling water is not helpful.
Corbeteña last week had Football
Tuna in the 30-lb range and that’s
still the case. Marlin have been rare
since last week, but this will change
in the coming days. A few Sailfish
have been caught, but the whole area
around Corbeteña is full of every
type of bait you can think of. Google
eyes, Skip Jack Tuna a.k.a. Skippies,
Sardines, Green / Blue Runners,
Flying fish and the list goes on. That’s

the “set-up” news, but frankly with all
this bait, you’d think the fishing was
going to continue improving. There
are Marlin in the area, but it’s spread
out. Sailfish are here as well, same
deal. Not many people in town these
days as the seasonal humidity and
higher temperatures thin the crowds
considerably. So for the few reports
I have and the few boats heading out,
we could have better conditions in
the next twenty minutes or so, stay
tuned. Oh, same goes for El Banco,
no reports because of the low number
of fishermen in the area, as is normal.

The area around the Marieta Islands
are still in a holding pattern. Sailfish
are off El Moro with some Dorado,
but the key word is “some”. For now,
if you’re targeting Sailfish it would be
worth your time but there isn’t much
else in the area. There have been
some light sporadic reports of Dorado
around the point, find a buoy and who
knows. Jack Crevalle are naturally
everywhere at 40 lbs. Bonito from
20 to 30 lbs., possible Dorado 15
to 20 lbs., but don’t go with high
expectations, amigo. When things
get this slow, they usually explode
at some point. Being the lonesome
angler in the area can always be the
“day of your life”, but you have to be
there first. Right now, I’d do eight
hours, give the Sails a shot, if nothing
happens, get back in the bay where
the fishing is more consistent and the
action more predictable.
Inside the bay, the fishing is still
your best bang for your fishing dollar.
Six hours will make sure you have
a chance to find where the fish went

from yesterday’s location(s). The
area around Bucerías to La Cruz have
been seeing Sailfish. Strange but
it’s been like this now for months.
Dorado are around Los Arcos to
20 lbs., but remember to let any
Dorado smaller than this go! Jack
Crevalle are everywhere and they’re
aggressive, super fun to catch. Snook
are not in any numbers as yet, but
there have been some in the area
so stay tuned. Snappers around the
structure and rocks in various sizes.
Sierra Mackerel are moving out but
there are still some in the bay. Plenty
of great fishing in the bay and again,
best bang for your fishing dollar.
The bite this week has gone
back to the 11:00 hour and a late
afternoon bite is about 6 or so.
Sleep in a bit and don’t be put out
too early, especially if fishing in the
bay. Water temperatures dipped to
82 degrees this week, but in the bay
it’s still 84 degrees, which is pretty
much a neutral this week. Lures
have not been working well but if
you do run lures, like I always due,
Dorado lures (Iguanas) and Rapallas
are a good place to start. All in all,
the fishing is still on the “it could be
better” mode, but this will change in
the next few weeks. Something to
remember is that it is the tournament
season. In my opinion, many of
these tournaments are just too early.
They’ve all learned tournaments
can be a money maker, that is until
there are so many tournaments that
the whole system is diluted. I mean
how many local tournaments can
there be and still be money makers??
So choose your tournaments wisely,
amigos, they’re all not built the same.
Until next week, don´t forget to kiss
Your Fish!
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.
com.mx Local Phone at: (044)
322 779-7571 Facebook: www.
facebook.com/pages/Master-BaitersSportfishing-Tackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ®
Sportfishing and Tackle is protected
under trade mark law and is the sole
property of Stan Gabruk.
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You’ve probably heard this term
in the news lately, as the FCC’s Net
Neutrality laws in the US, came to an
end last week. The FCC in the US,
voted last December (3-2) to undo the
law that had been in place since 2015,
despite an online outcry of consumers to
keep the rules in place. But what is Net
Neutrality and how does it affect you as
an internet user…? Let’s dig in…
The 2015 FCC net neutrality rules
were one of the signature regulatory
actions of the Obama administration,
requiring broadband providers to
treat all internet traffic equally,
without blocking or slowing content,
or providing special “fast lanes” for
favored sites and services (read paid
prioritization).
The FCC in the US now says
the rollback of these rules, “will
help consumers and promoting
competition. Broadband providers
will have stronger incentives to build
networks, especially in unserved
areas, and to upgrade networks to
gigabit speeds and next-generation 5G
wireless. In short, it’s a freer and more
open internet.”
Sounds great in theory, but will that
really happen? And why were the rules
needed in the first place…? Some say
the internet was just fine before “Net
Neutrality”… well that statement is
not exactly true and there were some
big news headlines that led to the FCC
rules being put in place originally.
It is true, in the late 90’s and early
2000’s, the internet was a wide open,
unrestricted “Wild Wild West.” But
as corporate America looked to get
more $$$ from the highly competitive
market of consumer internet use, things
started to quietly change, as companies
took advantage of the lack of any sort
of regulations or government oversight.

Here are some examples that made
news and led to lawsuits in some cases,
that you may have forgotten about or
possibly never even heard about in the
first at the time…
As far back as the early 2000’s, some
internet providers in the US, banned
their users from using VPN’s (Virtual
Private Networks) to hide their location
and internet usage and even banned
some from setting up their own Wi-Fi
routers! In 2005, the FCC fined a North
Carolina ISP (internet service provider)
and ordered them from blocking its
users from making phone calls over the
internet (VOIP).
In 2008, the FCC ordered Comcast
to stop throttling (slowing down
contracted internet speeds or blocking
completely) its clients from using
file sharing programs or peer-to-peer
sharing such as BitTorrent, which it
had been doing since 2005. Comcast
in turn sued the FCC, saying Comcast
could slow down speeds if it wanted
to! Comcast lost that suit.
In 2007-2009, Apple and AT&T
were caught in a deal that blocked
iPhone users from making Skype
and other VoIP phone calls over the
internet, at the “request” of its partner
AT&T. AT&T obviously wanted to
keep voice calls limited to cellular and
not allow free calls over the Internet.
The two companies finally gave in to
the FCC and removed the blocking.
In 2011, MetroPCS ISP tried to
block ALL video streaming, except
for YouTube on its network, unless
you the consumer, paid extra.
Obviously, YouTube was also paying
a fee to MetroPCS for this preference.
In 2012, after Apple introduced its
Facetime app to be able to work over
cellular networks and not just Wi-Fi,
AT&T actually blocked Facetime
on its cellular data network, unless
customers again paid extra!
Probably one of the biggest ISP

“tells” was in 2014, when a lawyer
for Verizon, stood in court during a
lawsuit, claiming Congress did not
authorize the FCC to put into place the
upcoming Net Neutrality laws in the
first place. The Verizon lawyer outright
stated that Verizon “should be able to
block its broadband internet customers,
from going to websites that refuse to
pay the them for delivering the internet
traffic…” Think of this as paying extra
tolls on certain highways. The lawyer
also stated in open court “the only
thing stopping Verizon from doing this
and this extra income stream, was the
upcoming FCC Net Neutrality laws.”
Opponents of repealing the US
Net Neutrality laws were of course
millions of internet users and also
some of the biggest of the big boys,
including Google, Netflix, Amazon
and Facebook. They have worried
for years that ISP’s could use their
influence to extract unfair extra fees
or even promote and give preference
to their own content.
The new rules could now allow
alliances ($$$) between ISP’s and
major entertainment, shopping, search
and social-media platforms, for
preferred status. ISP’s could create
“fast lanes” for favored services,
including their own. One example
could be that AT&T’s owns DirecTV,
so AT&T could give access to
“DirecTV Now”, and provide a “fast
lane” for it, over other similar online
streaming services, over its networks.
AT&T executive Bob Quinn said
in a statement that his company has
made legally-binding net-neutrality
commitments and doesn’t intend to
“block websites, nor censor online
content, nor throttle or degrade traffic
based on the content, nor unfairly
discriminate in our treatment of internet
traffic… the internet will continue to
work tomorrow just as it always has.”
Comcast, Verizon and AT&T, have
all pledged to not block or discriminate
against legal content after the net
neutrality rules expire. Nice in theory,
but more of a fox in the henhouse
scenario as far as I’m concerned!
So today, as media companies
get larger and larger in their online
presence, (Netflix is now a larger

company than Disney!) what’s to
stop Netflix from paying ISP’s a little
something under the table to make
their service have much faster speeds
than say YouTube or Hulu..? The
consumer will think, wow, Netflix
is just better because of no buffering
issues…
So how do the rule changes in the
US affect other countries? Well for
now, not at all. Canada has some of
the most “pro consumer” net neutrality
laws on the books, compared to other
countries and appears not to be going
to change that stance any time soon.
The EU is similar in its pro consumer
Net Neutrality laws.
Here in Mexico, after the whole 2014
Telecommunications Reform Act, Net
Neutrality got its first mention in laws
here. And so far it seems that the laws
are here to stay… so far. But is the real
world adherence to the laws happening?
I hear rumblings of blocking here and
there, but it’s hard to prove.
Technically the fines down here
are substantial in theory, but I don’t
know of any actual enforcement
to date. Translated: “Failure of an
ISP to comply with the Mexican
Net Neutrality obligations against
blocking, interfering, discriminating,
delaying or unfairly restricting access
rights of any user, will result in a fine
of between 1% and up to 3% of the
ISP’s revenues.”
So… as with many things these days,
it appears the US is going alone on
this... for now. In the meantime, happy
streaming of the World Cup games!
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click on
“articles”. See you again next week...
until then, remember: only safe
Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs,
Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls
available. Cellular 044-322-157-0688
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911
178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

21
Sunday Church Services

Airline Directory

(See location number on Central Map)

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000
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Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.

Solution to crossword on page 24

Solution to Sudoku on page 24

Solution to crossword on page 25

Solution to Sudoku on page 25

animalistas de puerto vallarta
22,600+ friends
PV AnimalAc
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels
assists the Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,000+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,300+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,300+ followers
www.paraisofelino.com
Match Dog Com Puerto
Vallarta
2,000+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay and Neuter
Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
8,300+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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Tommy Clarkson

Now, just in case anyone asks
you to write this plant’s name
in Chinese or Persian (Well, ya’
never know and it never hurts to
be properly prepared!) it should,
respectively, be done so: 刺轴榈
or  ازونیپسا الآوکیل. Continuing
with such minutia, the young leaves
of the Mangrove Fan Palm are used
in the making of Ketupat Daun
Palas - a dish commonly eaten
during Muslim festivals. (How’s
the preceding for trying to meet
your every possible tropical plant
query?)
The Licuala genus is comprised
of some one hundred and eight
species ranging from dwarfs to
small palms.

Their costapalmate leaves are multi-ribbed and present themselves as a
broken circle, of around twenty narrow segments, with squared-off ends.

Oh, all that My Patty put up with from me! Here she allowed me to use her car
at that time, to transport a new Mangrove Palm. How very much I miss her!
Many are familiar with its better
known cousin, the Ruffled Fan
Palm (Licuala grande).
But,
rather than having one fully
round, palmate leaf, the Licuala
spinosa has costapalmate leaves
with stiff, circular leaf blades.
These are multi-ribbed and present
themselves as a broken circle, of
around twenty narrow segments,
with squared-off ends. But, watch
out, its petioles are armed with
rather vicious spines. With an eye
to perspective, it’s a somewhat
wide spreading fan palm, growing
up to more than fifteen feet (4.57
meters) in height.
These palms are rather fast
growers, preferring their existence
in clumps. They are quite attractive

and, in tropical environs, are often
effectively employed in public park
landscaping. As to homeowner’s
use, they are wonderful displayed
on a patio or in a courtyard. Their
slender, fibrous stems are two to
four inches (5.08-10.16 cm) thick,
atop a somewhat dense canopy of
those unique, dark green, orbicular
leaves. These are nearly forty
inches (approximately one meter)
across and divided into around
twenty narrow segments that radiate
from the stem tip. In his tome, “An
Encyclopedia of Cultivated Palms”,
Robert Lee Riffle descriptively
says of them, “Each segment is
approximately the same width but
not always the same length, which
Continued on next page...

(See location number on Central Map)

Licuala spinosa
Family: Arecaceae
Also known as: Spiny Licuala,
Spiny Licuala Palm, Palas,
or Good Luck Palm

All species have palmate leaves
showing themselves in a circular or
diamond shaped form, but all are
deeply corrugated. For the most
part, they are understory dwellers,
both solitary and clumping.
Sometimes they are acaulescent meaning that they have no apparent
stem. (Yes, I had to look it up the
first time I saw it too!) Most species
are bi-sexual, hence, a single plant,
generally speaking, is capable of
producing fertile seeds.
From whence did this particular,
attractive character originate you
might next ask? Well, some say
they came from only Surinam,
while others contend they have
spawned from a rather larger area
including Andaman and Nicobar
Islands, Borneo, Burma, Cambodia,
Hainan, Java, Malaysia, Myanmar,
the Philippines, Sumatra, Thailand,
Vietnam, Sumatra and North
Dakota. (Nah, on that last one, I
just wanted to see if you were still
paying attention!)

4
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phenomenon creates the visual
aspect of a starburst as well as that
of a pinwheel.” Their long, white
flower inflorescence – each about
.39” (one cm) long, are branched to
two orders in long drooping spikes
culminating ultimately with small
red fruits.
And talk about a diverse array
of uses! The assorted parts of
this attractive fast grower may be
employed as a garden ornamental
(obviously that is our choice!),
used for roofing, food-wrappers,
walking sticks, binding, making
hats and eaten as a vegetable.
Beyond that, sprays of its orange
fruit and attractive leaves are often

used in floral arrangements as well
as its leaves being used on the coast
of Asia and in Ceylon as paper!
For those old enough to remember,
it sounds almost as versatile as the
allegorical shmoos from the Al
Capp’s great satirical cartoon strip
Li’l Abner. (Why do I see all these
blank faces looking back at me?
Am I really that old?)
Rather versatile, it can handle
full shade to total sun. But, indoors
or outside, it would really most
prefer bright sun. It seems to like
moist (even saturated) soils and is
generally satisfied even in poorly
drained areas. On top of that, it is
more cold-hardy than most Licuala

Their slender, fibrous stems are two to four inches thick,
atop which are those unique, dark green, orbicular leaves.

Another, newly arrived,
specimen ready to find a home
in Ola Brisa Gardens!

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_
Brisa_Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

species. Though capable of making
it wholly on its own, it will deeply
appreciate you forever (and tell
me, really, who among us doesn’t
truly want and need the love and
affection of our palm trees?) if
you will, regularly, give it a palm
fertilizer with all micro nutrients
and trace elements.
And finally, they’re tough and
tenacious. David L. Jones notes
in his book “Palms Throughout
the Tropics, “They will withstand
considerable coastal exposure
without obvious detriment.”

In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced
tropical paradise nestled on a hill overlooking
the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay.
Leisurely meander its curved, paved path,
experiencing, first hand, a delicious array
of palms, plants and flowers from all over
the world. Or e-mail questions to him at
olabrisa@gmail.com For back issues of
“Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book or
to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

Tommy Clarkson

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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Across
1. Held a session
4. Crustaceans eaten by
whales
9. Arcade ﬂubs
14. Each
15. Kind of ink
16. Former TWA
honcho Carl
17. Ill temper
18. 2003 Tom Cruise
movie, with "The"
20. Children's song refrain
22. Mint or chive
23. Mound dweller
24. In memoriam phrase
28. "Quién ___?" ("Who
knows?"): Sp.
29. Creamsicle color
33. When doubled, a dance
36. Blue eyes or curly
hair, say
39. Like many college
dorms, now
40. Lean right, at sea
44. Diva's delivery

1
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3
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14

15

17

18

20

5

6

7

8

22

40

26

37

63

59

46
50

49
53

51

54

55

61

60

32

43

45

52

31

39
42

44

58

30

38

41

48

13

27
29

36

47

12

23

28
35

11

19

25

34

10

16

21

24

33

9

56

57

62

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

45. Copier need
46. "You, there!"
47. Hanker for
50. Greek consonants
52. What Bo-Peep did
58. RR stop
61. Workers' welfare
overseer: Abbr.

62. Looie's underling
63. Van Gogh biography
67. Reﬁnable rock
68. Put down
69. Atelier prop
70. Pa. neighbor
71. Alternative to plastic
72. Colorado's ___ Park

73. Otherworldly
visitors, for short
Down
1. Pitchman's pitch
2. Hilltop home
3. Shoe stiffeners
4. Electrical power unit
5. Genetic letters
6. Cards with photos, for short
7. Certain print, brieﬂy
8. Surgical beam
9. Lumberjack's call
10. Hosp. area
11. Tomb raider of ﬁlm,
___ Croft
12. Comparison connector
13. Foul mood
19. Cornstarch brand
21. "___ been real!"
25. River of Aragón
26. Eat like a king
27. Snack in a shell
30. Wyle of "ER"
31. Richard of "Chicago"
32. Whirling water

33. Decked out
34. Take on
35. Sales tag words
37. "Am ___ believe …?"
38. Oncle's wife
41. Follow closely
42. Paddler's target
43. NATO headquarters site
48. Housetop laborer
49. Gas brand in Canada
51. ___ Na Na
53. Birdie score, often
54. N.F.L. coach called
"Papa Bear"
55. Wear down
56. "Snowy" bird
57. Suffers from sunburn
58. Retaliation for a pinch
59. Hefty horn
60. Quickly, in memos
64. China's Lao-___
65. Adherent's sufﬁx
66. Agent's due
Solution to Crossword
on Page 21

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 21
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Across
1. Pool sites
5. Certain turns
10. It might be found,
appropriately, in a
newspaper morgue
14. Nonclerical
15. Dickens's Heep
16. Lose support, as at
campaign's end
17. Red state
19. Twerp
20. Where the river
meets the sea
21. Corp. top dog
22. Intentionally vague
statement
23. Tyrants
25. Hindu princess
26. Home of the
N.C.A.A. Spartans
27. Kind of alert
29. Quick refresher
32. Speed
35. What an ogler gives
37. Preﬁx with friendly
38. Smeltery input

1

2

3

4

5

6

17

9

10

35

38

39

42

43

46

47
50

29

30

31

25
27

34

13

22

24
26

33

12

19
21

23

11

16

18

20

56

8

15

14

32

7

28

36

37
40

41

44

45
48

51

52

57

49

53

54

58

59

60

61

62

64

65

66

67

68

69

40. Unfairly outnumbers,
with "on"
42. Little beauty
43. Former Saudi king
45. Nasty vipers
46. Uncle ___
47. Taj Mahal site
48. ___ Taylor, the Tool
Man, on "Home Improvement"

55

63

50. Press, as to vote
52. Rappers and poets, say
56. One who needs to be
rubbed out?
58. Fannie ___
59. Campﬁre remains
61. "Metamorphoses" author
62. Blue state
64. Effect of yeast on dough

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 21

65. Actor Christopher
66. Till compartment
67. Elegant shade trees
68. Shooting game
69. Part of the country
where polls close later
Down
1. Dropped, as in the polls
2. Having separate glass
segments
3. Divider in the House
of Representatives
4. Rob Roy and kin
5. Hon, in Hampshire
6. Put up
7. Nifty bridge play
8. South-of-the-border order
9. Timid
10. Frequently
11. Blue state
12. Beatnik's "Gotcha"
13. French head
18. Swimmers may do them
22. Actress Uta
24. Red state
25. Blue state

28. Start of something big?
30. Small bra part
31. Daddy-o
32. Gluttons
33. District
34. Red state
36. Successor
39. Eligible, as to vote
41. Daytime TV staple
44. Chicago-based food
giant
49. Apple variety
51. Election Day
freebies from party workers
53. Throw with great effort
54. French wine region
55. Tennis's Monica
56. Clinton's number two
57. The dark side
58. Docile
60. Part of CBS: Abbr.
62. "___ Doubtﬁre"
63. Butterﬂy catcher
Solution to Crossword
on Page 21

